
Royal St George's - a masterpiece of mixed opinions

Remember Thunderbirds? Poor John Tracy stuck out in deep 
space in Thunderbird 5 while the rest of the family chilled out 
by the pool on Tracy Island?
That's Royal St George's for you, The Thunderbird 5 of the 
Open Championship rota. And you could say the place has 
suffered for it.
If you could throw a giant lasso around the junction of 
southern Scotland and northern England, it would encircle all 
but two current Open venues. and it would only take a 
slightly broader loop to bring Northern Ireland's Royal 
Portrush, last year's returning hero, into that assembly.
Royal St George's alas - eighty miles south-east of London -
must behold this throng from two hundred miles away, and 
that detachment has arguably tainted other details.
Both Portrush and Royal Liverpool, after all, were missing 
from the Open roster for longer, yet for those of us who 
watched Bill Rogers' 1981 triumph on the Kent coast, Royal St 
George's lengthy absence was more like a question mark 
than the cue for a sentimental reunion. If the place was so 
good, critics grumbled, how come we hadn't been there since 
1949?
By the time you digested the observation of one Jack 
Nicklaus on Open courses - "The farther south you go, the 
less I like them" - the fate of this remote outpost seemed 
sealed, yet that same Nicklaus would also hail it as "...just 
about the ultimate in leave-it-as-the-Lord-made-it links 
courses."
Get used to such contradiction, because Royal St George's 
has inspired a number of them. When it last hosted the Open 



Championship, in 2003, Britain's Guardian newspaper 
trumpeted and trashed the place within a fortnight, one 
writer calling it, "a magnificent test of golf," while another 
claimed, "it is time to remove this carbuncle from the Open 
rota". 
Maybe it was always going to be a difficult course to get a 
handle on. When the man who created it, Dr William Laidlaw 
Purves, surveyed the virgin terrain from a nearby church 
tower in 1885, he beheld what writer James W. Finegan 
would later call "tumultuous linksland", and bringing that 
tumult under control would be a 90-year work in progress.
Some of the biggest names in golf architecture have taken 
their turn to bring order to Purves' handiwork. Through the 
endeavours of Harry Colt, Alister MacKenzie, Charles H. 
Alison and Frank Pennink, the course was lengthened and its 
more maverick corners subdued.
There was good news and bad that came with the 
mountainous sandhills that dominate the outward nine. 
While they bring detached seclusion to those playing the 
course, they also fed a 19th-century attitude that regarded 
blind shots as just part of the game. 
The 'signature hole', had such a label been around back then, 
would have been the par-3 6th, whose star quality was 
neither its bunkering nor green contours but the intervening 
Maiden; a towering dune that your tee shot had to negotiate 
to find the hidden green beyond. 
That dune is just a spectator now after tee relocation 
changed the line of approach by 90 degrees, yet its former 
notoriety fed a popular narrative as time moved on and blind 
shots became as unfashionable as gaslit streets.
Too much of the course remains hidden from the tees, the 



critics still insist, and there are too many unfair bounces from 
lumpy fairways. As demand grew among touring pros for 
courses which lay it all out in front of you, Royal St George's 
was the face that no longer fit. Concerns over access and 
accommodation around the quiet neighbouring town of 
Sandwich explained only part of the course's fall from Open 
grace after Bobby Locke won there in 1949.
Even its defenders acknowledge the capriciousness of this 
place. No, its hazards are not all visible from the tee. Yes, it is 
a course you have to learn and sometimes you must take the 
longer route to obtain a better look at your target.
Whether any of these amount to terminal drawbacks in an 
age of Strokesaver guides, mind you, is open to question. 
Having read grumbles from the game's elite about the course 
throwing up too many uneven lies, I had to laugh out loud 
when golf architect David McLay Kidd discussed his 
celebrated Bandon Dunes design in a recent podcast and 
announced with evident pride that, "there isn't a flat lie out 
there..."
It only adds weight to my long-held belief that when the 
ordinary golfer seeks advice about a golf course, he or she 
would be well-advised to seek it from those who play the 
game for fun rather than for a living. 
For the free-spirited weekend warrior, Royal St George's 
strengths comfortably outweigh the nitpicking. Each of its 
holes faces a different direction; it demands an unrivalled 
range of second shots, in the opinion of course architect 
Donald Steel, and offers one of the Open Championship's 
toughest finishes. Not capricious-tough, either; just tough -
the inward nine is played on more open and level ground 
than the opening half but what it lacks in visual majesty, it 



atones for with more bunkers and greater demands imposed 
on those trying to avoid them.
Twice an Open champion at Royal St George's, Walter Hagen 
typified the qualified love that often attaches to the Open's 
most southerly home. He described the first nine as 
"tremendous fun; not very good golf", while the return 
stretch was, "tremendous golf; no fun at all..."

NOTABLE HOLES

4th   496 yards   Par 4
Coming straight after the only bunkerless short hole on the 
Open itinerary, the 4th redresses the balance with a freak-
show of a bunker, some 200 yards in front of the tee.
Drives must flirt with the Himalayas, a massive dune 
containing "almost certainly the single most horrific pit ever 
to confront players in a major national championship," in the 
words of James E. Finegan. 
Rising nearly 30ft high, over 6ft deep and known as Big 
Bertha, this bunker is accompanied by a relative tiddler of 
around 13ft in height. The pair of them were 290 yards from 
the championship tee when Mike Harwood found Bertha's 
top left corner with his drive in the 1993 Open and had to 
putt his ball down the bunker face to have any chance of an 
exit shot.
With a fairway that slopes to the right and out-of-bounds 
directly behind a small green, mid-handicappers can be 
forgiven for treating this par-4 as a 5.

5th   416 yards   Par 4
Offering your first view of Pegwell Bay and with several 



formidable dunes guarding your route to the green, this may 
be the course's most visually dramatic hole. Only practice 
and the day's pin position will reveal whereabouts your drive 
should end up to provide your best - if any - view of the 
green through those dunes.

8th   457 yards   Par 4
A Frank Pennink creation and regarded by some as his finest 
contribution to the course. This stiff par 4 is  Stroke Index 1 
and calls for an uphill drive that must stay left or centre in 
the fairway to avoid a blind second shot. A broad band of 
mounds and rough lies across the fairway short of the green, 
nagging at the mind as you prepare your approach. 

10th   412 yards   Par 4
It needs the wind up to be seen at its best but if the elements 
oblige, the 10th will be a vivid reminder that you're now on 
the more exposed part of the course. An uphill drive is 
followed by a tricky approach to a green perched on top of a 
dune, with some damaging run-offs for any ball that fails to 
stick.

12th   379 yards   Par 4
The 12th is a left-to-right dogleg par 4, where two bunkers 
challenge anyone looking to cut the corner to reach the 
corrugated fairway that lies beyond. A knot of bunkers in 
front of the narrow green and a solitary trap behind it 
demand a solid approach.

14th   545 yards   Par 5
The meat in a three-hole stretch collectively called 'the 



Trinity', all of them placing a distinct premium on accuracy. 
This centrepiece is nicknamed 'Suez', in deference to the 
stream which crosses the fairway mid-hole. With out-of-
bounds all down the right, this can be the toughest drive on 
the course, should a favourable wind bring the stream within 
range. Golfers playing short of it then have two central 
bunkers, some 70 yards shy of the green, to negotiate with 
their second shot.

Royal St George's Footnotes

⦁ Kent might be famous for the white cliffs of Dover, but it's 
the white cliffs of Ramsgate you see, on the far side of 
Pegwell Bay, as you play the 7th

⦁ Hard up against neighbouring Prince's Golf Course at this 
point, make sure you stay on the right course as you leave 
the 13th green. Visiting strangers have been caught 
unawares, prompting one famous phone call from Prince's 
to RSG - "Have you lost two Koreans...?"

⦁ For founder William Laidlaw Purves, his discovery of the 
site from that church tower ended his lengthy journey 
along England's southern coast, in search of suitable 
linksland to serve London's golfers.

⦁ The club is named after England's patron saint and King 
Edward VII bestowed its Royal status in 1902.

⦁ Tony Jacklin provided the first televised hole in one at the 
16th, during the 1967 Dunlop Masters

⦁ Royal St George's was the course on which James Bond's 
golf match with Goldfinger took place, although in the 
book it was called Royal St Mark's. Adding insult to injury, 



when the book became a film, the producers used Stoke 
Park Golf Club - 50 miles inland - as a stand-in...

⦁ Pay no heed to the power station chimneys that provide 
the solitary blot on the landscape in panoramic photos of 
Royal St. George's. They were demolished in 2012.


